
Supply and demand are one of the most basic

concepts of economics, but it is one of the most

crucial and important concepts. Demand is defined as

“the amount of some good or service consumers are

willing and able to purchase at each price” (“Demand

and Supply” 47). Supply is defined as “the amount of

some good or service a producer is willing to supply at

each price” (48) . Both of these concepts balance on

one another in order to make up the market and keep

the economy flowing.

 

Law of Demand-

as the price of a

good or service

increases,

consumers will

purchase less of it
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Introduction

Law of Supply- when

there is a decrease in

price the outcome is

a decrease in the

quantity supplied, and

vice versa

 

Equilibrium- “price at which supply equals demand for a

product, in other words where the hypothetical supply

and demand curves intersect” (Staff)
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How Covid-19 Affected

supply and demand

people were working from home which led its supply and

demand to be low.(Harapko). There were many industries

that were doing very well at the start of the pandemic such

as grocery stores and PPE companies. These companies

had a huge supply and demand boom. With the businesses

who benefited profitably from the pandemic, 11% reported

positive effects. These same companies reported an

increase in customer demand by 71%.

One of the major ways the economy was affected was

with supply and demand. There was a huge supply and

demand shock (Maiello). Many people were furloughed

from their jobs, so these people had no spending power in

the economy. This resulted in demand dropping all across

the board. Those industries that had to be shut down back  

in March 2020, ad a decrease in their demand, but it also

affected the complementary goods and services.

Automotive services and stores were at a low since  a lot

Conclusion
Supply and demand are such necessary concepts to

understand how the economy runs and works. The pandemic

allowed for many people to understand in a deeper analysis

how quick the economy can change. These two will always be

one of the most fundamental concepts in economics. 
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